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Abstract
Regression analysis is one f the basic tools of scientific}xe.sti8ation of functional relationship

hctwein dependeni and independent variables, For many years liiear regression models hasrbeen

tused in almbst every field of science. The purpose of regression analysis is to explain the variation
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of dependent variables in terms of the variation of explanaffil".fi"IJqtl"tld$t q3symea,t9
hc due to random enors, however the residuals are someti4gdi{Iu(fiffiffiniteness 9-f4" model

:ziness, not random --'----- 
i qr. i

The aim of this paper is to study and applied the method of estimation |inoir regression>--=l'uzziness, not random.

parameters using irry data collecting from (145) sample in three stations (Andalus square,

.iadiriya, alawi) in Bagiad city every diy, In order to *"**"*ents thtloncentrations of airbome

stuckwhich .rpr"r.rrl the response variable, and also the most important air pollutants, 
-namely,

(lead, zinc, ,ofp"., iron, nickil, chromium, cadmium) as independents variables the main result

iOentiry the best techniques to estimate the fiv,zy linear regression pararneters for this data and

calculates the expected value of the concentrations of airborne stuck in Bagdad city for the next

years.
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set theory provides a means for modeling such

data utilizing fuzzy membership firnction.
Fuzzy regression was deal with fuzzy data;

Regression is based probability theory whereas

the fuzzy regression is based on probability
theory &fuzzy settheory [l].

The concept of fuzziness in regression

analysis leads us to the fivzy linear regression

(FLR) models[a], In general, the estimation

problems of fuzzy uncertainty of dependent

variables with the fuzziness of response

function( re gression coefficients)considered as

the parameter estimations of (FLR) models,

Methods of estimating the parutmeters of furzy
linear regression models can be roughly

divided into two categories, first is the

adoption of Tanaka et al approach, (1982) [6],
they formulated a linear regression model with
fuzzy response data, crisp predictor data and

fvzzy parameters as a mathematical

programming problem (LP) under two

limitations are appropriate degree model and

the degree of uncertainty and then solve this
problem, The second is based on a least

squares Fuzzy approach, Diamond t3]
proposed the fuzzy least squares approach to
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l-Introduction
For many years the efforts of humans

focuses on fight air pollution caused by its
group of activities and effectiveness in the life,
where it is difficult to humans even use all his

available capacity to control on the natural

phenomena that will cause change in the air
quality and its pollution, this efforts may be

successes in mitigate the negative effects of
these phenomena, the basic goal of science

is a pernanent quest to knowledge and

interpretation the phenomena and different
relationships between its, through studies the

variables presented these phenomena and the

interference between its effbcts.
Classical regression analysis is helpful in

certainty the probable form of the relationship
between variables, and usually the basic

objective is to predict or estimate, the value of
one variable corresponding to a given value of
another variable, residuals a^re assumed to be

due to random elrors. In many world problems

observation can be described only in finzy
data this type of data is easy to find in natural
language, social science, psychometrics,

cnvironments, and econometrics etc.), fuzzy
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